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We like to imagine the literary “field” as a pastoral space that

precedes cultural institutions and commercial markets. Yet the

sense that authentic authorship has come under pressure both from

above (professionalizing elites) and below (meretricious consum-

ers) has characterized middle-class perceptions since the

eighteenth-century print-market revolution (“the inventions of

paper and the press,” Geoffrey Crayon complained in 1819, “have

made every one a writer, and enabled every mind to pour itself

into print” [Irving 118]). In the twentieth century, the felt dissocia-

tion of literary sensibilities has often been attributed to the acade-

micization of literature and literary studies. Mark McGurl’s The

Program Era: Postwar Fiction and the Rise of Creative Writing

(2009) describes how the image of the academic fiction workshop

has been shaped by a deep distrust of institutions: accused of nar-

cissistic experimentalism on the one hand and formulaic

“assembly-line fiction” (Aldridge) on the other, the creative

writing program has been said to combine the worst tendencies of

the “incorporated” university: ivory-towerism and philistinism.

McGurl revises these claims by putting them in a wider socio-

institutional perspective. His project in fact pursues three related

aims, each ambitious enough to merit a book of its own: it traces

the institutional history and shifting literary tastes of the creative

writing program, explores how structural changes in third-level edu-

cation affected the landscape of postwar fiction, and attempts a

sociologically musical account of contemporary literary culture that

questions the “optical illusion of encroaching mediocrity” (410).
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The Program Era assembles an impressive list of writers

affiliated at one time or another with fiction workshops as students,

teachers, or both: apart from the usual suspects (Raymond Carver,

say, or John Barth and Flannery O’Connor), McGurl covers many

lesser-known teaching careers (Vladimir Nabokov, Joyce Carol

Oates, Philip Roth) and explores some truly astonishing cases,

such as Ken Kesey and N. Scott Momaday, who began their debut

novels as MFA graduate students at Stanford. McGurl’s inquiry

into how seminal writers have drifted in and out of academic

careers suggests that we have so far underestimated the circulation

of influence between the “culture of the school” (30) and the

postwar literary scene. Indeed, his thesis is that the institutional

shifts involved in the spread of the fiction workshop have reshaped

the literary culture in the US deeply enough to make the postwar

period a veritable “program era” (in contrast to Hugh Kenner’s

earlier “Pound era”).

The new dispensation, according to McGurl, came in three

phases. In the foundational period leading up to the 1960s, crafts-

manship became a seminal workshop virtue. Whereas in the 1930s

the unrestrained self-expressiveness of Thomas Wolfe’s Look

Homeward, Angel (1929) could still be regarded as the mark of a

self-authorizing literary genius, creative writing programs helped

to institutionalize the values of continuous self-revision, stylistic

restraint, and ironic detachment that contributed to Wolfe’s dra-

matic loss of prestige. McGurl recognizes this shift in the self-

disciplinary “aesthetic regime” (129) that Flannery O’Connor

developed as an MFA graduate at Iowa. During the 1950s and

1960s, when Hemingway and Faulkner became icons of imagina-

tive formal control, literary sophistication was associated with the

mastery of the Henry Jamesian point of view. The originality of

this phase of the program era, McGurl argues, is that elements of

the modernist novel were adapted and “codified in the pedagogy

of the New Criticism and then disseminated to a range of student

populations previously underrepresented in the writing profession”

(50). Mass third-level education ushered in a more systematic

teaching of craft that echoed back and forth between the two sepa-

rate corridors in the English department (MA versus MFA): the

textbook manuals of the new critics spelled out modernist intu-

itions about “fine writing” that entered the fiction workshop as

widely inculcated formulas (“find your own voice,” “write what

you know,” “show don’t tell”) and returned to the new-critical

anthologies as applied literary poetics. Due to the circularity of

theory and practice, program fiction has from the start been an

“autopoetic” (32) affair.
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This account of modernism’s “fall into institutionality” (409)

engages with the histories of literary studies provided by Gerald

Graff, David Shumway, and John Guillory, and usefully combines

them with newer conceptions of literary space, notably Pascale

Casanova’s The World Republic of Letters (2004) and James

English’s The Economy of Prestige: Prizes, Awards, and the

Circulation of Cultural Value (2005). Where McGurl breaks new

ground is in his innovative take on post-1960s literary culture. In

the second, “expressive” phase of the program era (1960–1975),

he locates two new “aesthetic formations” that he defines as “tech-

nomodernism” (writers known as postmodernists who continue

“the modernist project of systematic experimentation with narrative

form” [42]) and “high cultural pluralism” (Jewish, Native, Asian,

African-American, and Chicana/o writers who join the “high liter-

ary values of modernism with a fascination with the experience of

cultural difference and the authenticity of the ethnic voice” [32]).

An additional aesthetic formation arrives in the third, consolidating

phase of the program period (1975–2000), a “lower-middle-class

modernism” that relates to the shifting class stratifications in the

postwar university and is epitomized by the work of Raymond

Carver and Joyce Carol Oates.

McGurl’s “self-consciously ‘reductive’” (32) reshuffling of

the post-1960s literary field into three overlapping fictional

principles—technomodernism, high cultural pluralism, lower-

middle-class modernism—provides a fresh view on standard

historical narratives. First of all, it breaks with our long-standing

habit of imagining literary history in terms of a philosophical

bildungsroman where innovation hinges on a writer’s advanced

position on epistemological questions (about “reality” or “truth”).

In this, the program-era thesis follows the socio-cultural inflection

of recent critical theory: just as Richard Rorty’s post-philosophical

argument is aware that the contingency of knowledge for which he

campaigns so eloquently will be relevant or even interesting news

only within specific social spaces or practices (the academic

lecture hall, for example), McGurl situates the literary experiments

of the 1960s in their foundational socio-institutional framework.

The most significant structural context of postwar literature con-

cerns the ways in which the growing university helped to

strengthen and diversify the domains of “serious” fiction. Mass

education produced larger audiences of college-educated readers

who were more likely than others to invest leisure time in difficult

reading, and it created new systems of literary patronage that pro-

vided non-commercial writers with MFA faculty positions and

social-professional networks connecting teachers and graduates

with editors and publishers between Iowa and New York.
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1. Patronage, the “Reading Class,” and the “Culture of
the School”

Patronage networks have always been crucial to literary

culture, especially during the heyday of modernism (think of

James Joyce’s virtual “tenure” as an experimental novelist enabled

by Harriet Shaw Weaver’s financial support). But the GI Bill

improved the options of experimental writers by complementing

the limited support networks of the modernist period (the rentier-

financed gifts, stipends, little magazines, and publishing houses of

the 1910s and 1920s)1 with a financially more stable academic

space. This considerably extended the upper regions of the literary

field (the subfield of “restricted” production defined by low eco-

nomic profits and high elite recognition) that had previously been

occupied by experimental modernists. With the advent of the

program era, the Joyces and Faulkners of the prewar generation

gravitated toward the position of institutionally “consecrated” (49)

avant-gardes (high establishment recognition, increasing economic

profits), in Bourdieu’s phrasing (1993). Their former position at

the cutting edge was taken over by program-related experimenters

such as John Barth, Thomas Pynchon, or Donald Barthelme.

McGurl’s approach brings out the functional similarities between

modernist and technomodernist writers (James Joyce and Thomas

Pynchon, say) who on the level of manifesto rhetoric and aesthetic

and political taste seem worlds apart but nonetheless inhabit

nearly identical economies of symbolic prestige and thus a similar

socio-institutional space.

The growing patronage networks and college-educated read-

erships have broadened and diversified the literary scene not only

at the most restricted level (the realms of hyperspecialized literary

phenomena like the L¼A¼N¼G¼U¼A¼G¼E movement,

whose members more or less write for each other, often from

tenured academic positions) but also in the mid-range region of

the field where (in McGurl’s apt formulation) “institutionally sub-

sidized high-art experimentalism” reaches outward “into economi-

cally viable domains of serious middlebrow fiction and from there

to Oprah-enhanced bestsellerdom and multi-phase movie deals”

(29). What McGurl calls “serious middlebrow fiction” occupies

the contact zones between academically subsidized and bestselling

literature. This segment was traditionally regulated by non-

academic gatekeeping institutions (book clubs, The New York

Times Book Review, or the Pulitzer Prize committee, for example),

but it came under the school’s extending sphere of influence when

television and film gradually ended the age of mass reading. The

program era seems to have encouraged a kind of symbiosis of
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middlebrow and academic literary culture that made it easier for

postwar experimental writers to cross over from academic to

broader audiences. McGurl mentions the “Brat Pack phenomenon

of the 1980s, when program products like McInerney and Bret

Easton Ellis were promoted as a glamorous new Lost Generation”

(29). One could also refer to prize-winning celebrities such as

Toni Morrison and Don DeLillo, whose success was underwritten

by a process of academic recognition that would seem to have

been crucial to their international prestige.

But the cultural status of consecrated bestsellers is complex:

just because Toni Morrison entered the world of Oprah as a charis-

matic Nobel laureate does not mean that her experimental texts

have conquered the social space related to the large-scale markets

of genre fiction. The same can be said for the limited scope of

Brat Pack celebrity: Bret Easton Ellis’s American Psycho scandal-

ized its readers precisely because it was launched within the

bracket of “serious” literature, which in the pre-Pulp Fiction (dir.

Quentin Tarantino, 1994) period did not permit ironic depictions

of hyper-real violence. In contrast to the works of celebrities in

large-scale markets (Michael Crichton, say, or Dan Brown), aca-

demically recognized bestsellers resemble avant-garde museum

pieces: they may be widely known as cultural icons, but as prod-

ucts of the restricted field they demand the aesthetic training char-

acteristic of Wendy Griswold’s “reading class,” the “highly

educated, affluent, metropolitan” social elite that comprises about

15% of the general population in today’s developed countries

(138). Thus, program-era fiction may be socially more diverse than

the upper-middle-class scene of the modernists, and it may also be

more open to “lower” or “popular” cultural forms (represented by

Ellis’s meta-pornography, Morrison’s “meta-gothic” in Beloved,

Donald Barthelme’s media-pastiches, or Raymond Carver’s trans-

figured blue-collar heroes). But insofar as it tends to circulate

mainly within the confines of the “reading class,” it transgresses

social borders only in the imaginary sense in which William

Wordsworth or Walt Whitman can be said to have embraced the

culture of the “common man” (by circulating primitivist themes

among educated audiences).

2. Institutionalized Outsiders

McGurl demonstrates well how in the program era the “high/

low distinction floats everywhere in this system, internally differ-

entiating ‘genre-fiction’ genres and literary fiction alike along

various scales, including those of greater or lesser consumability,
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originality, and self-conscious attention to craft” (42). The forma-

tion of “high cultural pluralism,” for example, banks on the culti-

vation of difference (41). McGurl provides illuminating examples

of how the expressive phase of the program made the development

of an ethnic point of view a professional asset (32). He argues, for

instance, that when Sandra Cisneros began The House on Mango

Street (1984) at the Iowa fiction workshop, she did not simply

follow her inner ethnic voice (or the voice of the barrio). Her

Chicana persona gradually emerged while she engaged and com-

peted with fellow writing students on a “shared ground” that was

“not the barrio” but “the literary field as it was made concrete in

the university classroom” (337). Cisneros reinvented herself as a

Chicana writer when it made professional sense, that is, “when she

learned to convert her disabling sense of otherness into a valuable,

because relatively scarce, form of cultural capital.”

McGurl is quick to defend Cisneros’s ethnic “self-

commodification” as an authentic search for “aesthetic value,” one

that is motivated by such questions as “How does one write good

fiction? What interesting stories do I have to tell?” (338). This

illustrates well what is at stake when we approach literary products

with sociological tools.2 Exposing Cisneros’s ethnic voice as the

outcome of a cynical professional game whose players merely

compete for symbolic profits can be an unfruitful exercise in her-

meneutic suspicion. The widespread impression within English

departments that literary sociologists like to lecture us about the

supposed social “realities” behind our aesthetic “illusions” might

have been encouraged by Pierre Bourdieu’s tone in his best known

book Distinction (1979), when he critiques Kantian aesthetics as a

dissimulation of the symbolic violence by which social elites

reproduce their power. But Bourdieu’s cultural sociology also

helps us to view literary economies of prestige in more positive

terms: the metaphor of “consecration” implies that the production

of cultural authority opens up creative spaces whose relative

detachment from financial and political domains makes them ena-

bling sites of transcendence as well as sites of social distinction.3

Accordingly, we can appreciate Cisneros’s “playing” for cultural

capital as at once strategic and disinterested if we say that her

“feel for the game” (Bourdieu 1998)—an embodied sense of

“practice” (80) with an affective and perceptional dimension

beyond the calculated intentions of a rational consciousness—

transforms her winning move into a higher value (a “hypergood,”

in Charles Taylor’s terms [63–73]). Hence the dual reality of what

Bourdieu (1977) has called the “social magic” (195) or “symbolic

alchemy” (173) of the gift exchange: Cisneros’s invention of an

ethnic voice is an advance both toward cultural prestige (the
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restricted field of high cultural pluralism) and the sort of market-

external hypergood we tend to describe with tropes of disinterest-

edness (“aesthetic value,” “aura,” “charisma,” “presence,” or “full-

ness,” etc.). Just because Cisneros’s sense of the game (her illusio,

in Bourdieu’s formulation) depends on the contingencies of collec-

tive imaginaries does not mean that it is less “real”—in the per-

formative sense of the term—than her playing for social

distinction.

The Program Era does show, however, the extent to which

the aesthetics of high cultural pluralism is a product of higher edu-

cation. The massive turn to identity in the program period has

surely enriched contemporary literature, but contrary to popular

multiculturalist liberation narratives, it has not returned the literary

establishment to the actual “outside” of the school, the social

regions below the reading class, any more than the South-Asian

dominance of the London-based Booker Prize evidences a simple

reversal of Anglo-Indian power relations. Rather, the efflorescence

of identity fiction reflects the “overlapping institutionalizations of

elitist high modernism and cultural pluralism in university English

departments” (58). The autoethnographic move of high cultural

pluralists is a move within the literary field, toward a symbolically

valuable position of internal “liminality” (199).

It is instructive to consider how seamlessly the romantic self-

image of countercultural liminality integrates with the academic

system of the program. McGurl suggests that, in the 1960s, the

MFA classroom began to function as an institutionalized “hetero-

topia” (199) that did not so much tolerate as demand from its

inhabitants the cultivation of difference or dissent. The culture of

the school incorporated the discourse of decentered selfhood that

had been the trademark of romantic and modernist bohemian

artists until it became a mainstream script for individual self-

reliance during the therapeutic culture of the 1950s. The middle-

class rebel of the Beat Generation seeks to elude an impending

“death by conformity” by a process of self-alienation that com-

bines a therapeutic quest for deep interiority with the projective

identification with an imagined cultural other (recall the attempt to

awaken “the psychopath in oneself” that Norman Mailer attributed

to suburban “White Negroes” [339]). By institutionalizing the

de-centered author-subject as an accepted “barbarian within,” the

academic writing program reinforced a situation where “‘way out’

has replaced being ‘in’ as the most trenchant expression of

‘belonging’” (197).4

Critics have liked to explain the romance with the outsider in

the 1950s and 1960s with a climate of middle-class “fear” in the

face of postwar social changes (Hale 5). McGurl’s account refines
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the idea of a countercultural climate by tracing the shifting con-

cepts of liminality to concrete institutional spaces. This compli-

cates our often too general notions of a postwar (or postmodern)

zeitgeist and provides valuable lessons about the multiple histori-

cal strands of contemporary culture. The program-era thesis helps

us better to understand the crucial role of the academy and its con-

secrated avant-gardes in the mainstreaming of technologies of the

self (liminal, deep, therapeutic, etc.) that dominated romantic and

modernist literary elites long before they arrived in a larger public

imaginary. I expect that McGurl’s inquiry into how the structural

shifts in postwar third-level education disseminates ideas, con-

cepts, and practices through stratified social space should improve

the dialogue between those who study the socio-cultural transfor-

mations related to these mainstreaming processes (for example,

Charles Taylor in A Secular Age [2007], Robert Wuthnow in After

Heaven: Spirituality in America Since the 1950s [1998], and Eva

Illouz in Saving the Modern Soul: Therapy, Emotions, and the

Culture of Self-Help [2008]) and those who look at these transfor-

mations via the shifting sensibilities of postwar fiction (as in John

A. McClure’s Postsecular Fiction in the Age of Pynchon and

Morrison [2007], Amy Hungerford’s Postmodern Belief: American

Literature and Religion since 1960 [2010], and Timothy Aubry’s

Reading as Therapy: What Contemporary Fiction Does for

Middle-Class Americans [2011]).

3. Class and the Poetics of Shame

One of the most intriguing aspects of McGurl’s program-era

thesis is his interpretation of Carveresque minimalism as a

“lower-middle-class modernism” (32). The controversies about

minimalist short fiction in the 1980s and 1990s revolved largely

(often tediously) around questions about political and formal

value: was Raymond Carver a progressive chronicler of the poor

or a conservative symptom of the Reagan era? Was he a naive or a

new realist (betraying postmodernist lessons or moving “beyond”

them)? Did he display formal control or pander to decreasing

attention spans? McGurl makes these questions seem incomplete

by locating the minimalist aesthetics in the changing social back-

ground of the postwar reading class. The generation of “interwar

literary modernism” had come from an “upper fraction of the

middle class” that “has long oriented its children toward the appre-

ciation of high culture” (63). This class segment provided both the

“conventionalities” which modernism “sought to outrage” and

the “personnel” (“the TS Eliots and Gertrude Steins”) who “did
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the outraging.” In the postwar university, cultured elites still exist,

but in the wake of the GI Bill “[b]y far the largest number of

serious readers” have been produced “through the agency of the

school, where millions of students were first introduced to the

refined pleasures of the literary and convinced, to some degree, of

its worth as a mode of experience and body of specialized knowl-

edge” (64). The mass university opened the reading class to

include students from less bookish homes who soon came to

regard their family backgrounds and habitual cultural forms (“sen-

timental literature, genre fiction, and television” [67]) as philistine.

Drawing on Rita Felski’s discussion of lower-middle-class

experience, McGurl suggests that minimalist forms often deal with

“the heavy existential drag of an unliterary upbringing, the shame

associated with lower forms of cultural consumption” (67). In the

contexts of program writing, shame emerges as “an emotion” that

responds to an individual’s sense of “involuntary subjection” to

superior “social forces” (285). Thus, the understated style of mini-

malist fiction “can be understood as analogous to the self-

protective concealments, like shielding the eyes, triggered before,

during, and after the fact of shameful exposure” (294). The

Carveresque short story has so “little to say about emotion” pre-

cisely because it is a literary technology “not of explaining, but of

beautifying shame.” It provides a formula that enables postwar stu-

dents to gain “verbal self-control” in “the hazardous space of the

creative writing workshop” (294). The difference, then, to the

Hemingway story—the epitome of modernism’s teeth-gritting

ethic of self-restraint in the face of cultural feminization—is that

whereas Nick Adams roams the wilds to deal silently with his

heroic war wounds, Carver’s generic blue-collar hero—for whom

the fishing trip “is a small parcel of leisure stolen from the

exhausting working life to which he has to return the following

day”—grapples with “the wounds of low-status employment”

(296).

This new take on minimalist short fiction raises interesting

questions about the larger picture into which the Carveresque

poetics of shame can be said to fit. McGurl’s observation that

lower-middle-class modernism “shuttles” between the social posi-

tions of an “upper middle class” associated with “economic secur-

ity” and “higher education” and a “traditional working class”

that offers “the benefits of belonging and communal solidarity”

(66–67) recalls the image of the alienated artist-intellectual who is

both proud and ashamed of his or her humble origins. This theme

runs through the intellectual autobiographies of many iconic

postwar cultural theorists (Edward Said as “exile”, Bourdieu’s

“cleft habitus”, Richard Hoggart as the “scholarship boy”)5, but it
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can also be traced back to the eighteenth-century “men of letters”

who shuttled affectively between identification with and rejection

of the agrarian or working classes on the one hand and the aristo-

cratic and trade-bourgeois elites on the other. New in the program

era, McGurl suggests, is the “shame of large numbers” (281) that

sets the GI-Bill crowds apart from traditional portraits of the

artist-intellectual as a more heroic lower-class prodigy. Since the

new scholarship kids in the postwar MFA classes find themselves

in large groups of “programmatic instruction,” literary minimalism

emerges as “a product of the corporate educational technology and

textbook business of the 1960s and 70s” (293). This is not, of

course, a flattering formulation, and I wonder whether the claim

that the minimalist poetics brings formal mastery “within visible

reach of the student” (294) does not align McGurl closer than nec-

essary to John W. Aldridge’s polemic “assembly-line fiction”

thesis. Perhaps the implicit critique is really directed at Gordon

Lish, the editor of Carver’s most famous early work, who has

been credited as the inventor of literary minimalism. McGurl’s

sense that Lish “went too far” and cut some of Carver’s stories

“with too heavy a hand” might explain his impression that Lish’s

“editorial sponsorship of literary minimalism” (292) in the 1970s

and 1980s bears the mark of the “programmed instruction” (287)

that Lish developed in his earlier teacher’s manual on English

Grammar (1964). Those who are less convinced that Carver’s

most imagistic stories are his worst might wonder how Lish’s

“overbearing presence” and “excess of negative narrative space”

(292) might be said to compare to Pound’s management of shame

in T. S. Eliot’s Waste Land.

This comparison is not as far-fetched as it seems: Pound’s

editorial intervention strikes me as a good example of what

McGurl calls the “autopastoral” impulse toward a “more control-

lable” and ultimately a more dignified and aestheticized “version

of oneself” (294). These parallels demonstrate that the poetics of

shameful concealment has much to do with the vicissitudes of the

avant-garde position. “Serious” writers experience shame when

they are made to look trivial by readers who refuse to play by

their literary rules. As McGurl shows with regard to Tobias

Wolff’s “An Episode in the Life of Professor Brooke” (1981),

embarrassment strikes in the guise of the lower-middle-class book-

club reader who fails to discern the subtleties of autopoetic form

that separate minimalism from inspirational genre fiction. But it

also lurks within the restricted subfield, where banality is thrust

upon the losers of the professional game. The moment of exposure

occurs when a formerly cutting-edge position comes to seem

trivial from the viewpoint of an emergent avant-garde who appears
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to have “moved beyond” the now conventionalized literary practice

and declares that it will “make it new” (or as formalists used to

say: “defamiliarize” it). Postwar critics have liked to misrecognize

this phenomenon as a treatment of “literary exhaustion,” a concept

John Barth (1984) attributed to the modernist aesthetics (“we

really don’t need more Finnegans Wakes” [202]) before it was

leveled at his own literary practice, when minimalism was pitched

as a rejuvenation of an exhausted metafiction. But exhaustion is, of

course, a relative quality, one that has lurked in the self-reflexive

intimacy of avant-garde positions since the Age of Wordsworth.

The poetics of concealment that motivates the censorship of Lish

and Pound is, to an extent, a self-defense against aggressive pro-

fessional intimacy.6 The Carver story, which teases its high cul-

tural readers with a surface realism that never makes good on its

sentimental promises, can therefore be said to grapple with the

double shame of lower-middle-class identity and formal exhaus-

tion (the latter being implied in the critical “exposure” of minimal-

ism as a dated kind of realism or, as in Barth’s [1995] phrase, a

“neo-early Hemingwayism” [65]). Carver’s differences with his

editor might simply reflect differing avant-garde positions or per-

ceptions about whether or how minimalist fiction should keep up

with the latest moves of the professional game.

4. Distant Readers and Literary Professionals

The Program Era surveys a vast literary terrain with a

wide-angle perspective that recalls Franco Moretti’s (2002) idea of

“distant reading” (56). Whereas Morretti seeks to excavate a broad

history of narrative devices, McGurl is more interested in the insti-

tutional production of literary authority, and he likes to validate

his graphs and diagrams with perceptive samples of interpretive

close reading. Distant readers may feel that the Program Era dis-

torts the larger picture because it puts inordinate emphasis on aca-

demic audiences. Indeed, the sense that the real literary field is

elsewhere has informed Moretti’s (2000) suggestion that a

wide-angle focus on narrative forms might correct our academic

biases by helping us to measure out “the literary field as a whole,”

not only the small fraction of canonical texts conserved by close

readers, but also the “great unread,” the forgotten “99.5 percent”

of world literary production beyond consecrated traditions (207–

8). Unless we favor a Tainean view of the literary field as a con-

tainer of countable literary species, however, it is hard to approach

the “great unread” without considering questions of cultural rele-

vance. Moretti tacitly assumes that the relevance (or “social
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function”) of literature has to do with numerical proportions of

reception history or sales figures (apparently those that define, as

he puts it, the “space outside the school” [209]).7 But how can we

relate such data to the practical sense of relative significance that

inevitably structures our literary experience? If we wanted to test

the simple market proportion of minimalist lower-middle-class

modernism between 1975 and 1990, for example, we could begin

with a 1996 survey (Sodowsky) which demonstrates that, even in

the New Yorker (by all accounts the most important sounding

board of the movement), only 8% of all published short stories

during this period fell into the minimalist category—hardly a solid

statistical basis for the overall impression that the 1980s were the

decade of minimalism. But clearly the Carver story mattered

because of its symbolic dominance in the 1980s. The symbolic

power of cultural forms has a more ambiguous empirical basis, the

felt experience of prestige that can only be reconstructed from eye-

witness accounts which themselves differ in their symbolic power.

The literary field is therefore not a fixed container of printed

matter (filled with countable formal devices) but a shifting con-

stellation of hierarchical relationships that inevitably gravitate

around the elite networks and institutions of the reading class.

McGurl’s exploration of how the program era might have

changed literary authorities and practices is related to debates

about literary professionalism that gained new momentum when

critics re-examined William Charvat’s economic definition of the

term. Leon Jackson’s recent The Business of Letters (2008) chal-

lenges Charvat’s model with arguments from book history and

economic theory to insist that the buying and selling of literature

in the antebellum period takes place in multiple “embedded econo-

mies” whose profits include a variety of symbolic and social “cur-

rencies” (2). Nancy Glazener and John Evelev have explored the

issue from the viewpoint of social distinction, looking at how the

spread of professional vocations in the upwardly mobile

nineteenth-century middle classes helped to shape an ideal of the

professional writer that “was not simply about commercial

success, but authority, prestige, and specialized expertise” (Evelev

11).8 As Thomas Strychacz reminds us, the analogy to professional

vocations is not unproblematic: creative writers “require no higher

education, are subject to no system of credentialing, and do not

possess the automatic prestige accorded to the traditional profes-

sions (law, medicine) or to those working in scientific fields of

knowledge,” and “only in the loosest sense can writers be consid-

ered experts in a ‘field’” (25). In a similar vein, the sociologist

Bernard Lahire has recently warned that since the majority of

writers tend to shuttle between literary and bread-winning pursuits,

The literary field is

therefore not a fixed

container of printed

matter (filled with

countable formal

devices) but a shifting

constellation of

hierarchical relationships

that inevitably gravitate

around the elite networks

and institutions of the

reading class.
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the “model of the scientific or academic field” is too reductive to

capture the “double life” of the literary condition (443). Still, as

Strychacz points out, there is a “profound identity” in the structure

and function of professional and modernist literary discourse that

can be attributed to the increasing symbiosis “with the university

as the primary legitimator of professional activities in the twentieth

century” (26). Creative writers are not forced to pursue the formal

equivalent of a law degree, but they face a situation where “the

university has dramatically altered the constitutive processes by

which critics, writers, and an educated audience apprehend litera-

ture.” McGurl builds upon and refines this thesis9 by showing how

the convergence of literary and academic forms of professionalism

that began in the later nineteenth century reached its fullest con-

clusion with the institutionalization of modernism in the program

era, when academic patronage “has fashioned a world where artists

are systematically installed in the university as teachers, and

where, having conceived a desire to become that mythical thing, a

writer, a young person proceeds as a matter of course to request

application materials” (281).

5. Institutionalized Re-enchantment

How did we arrive in this cultural moment? Perhaps, the fall

into institutionality that defines the program era already began

when the objects of princely collections gradually started to circu-

late in the slowly emerging art markets of the Renaissance. Since

then, the continuously accelerating and extending commodity

cycles (with sharply ascending plateaus in the eighteenth-century

print-market revolution, the mid-nineteenth-century industrializa-

tion of the book, and the mid-twentieth-century “culture industry”)

have had a double effect on the formation of cultural authority: the

increasing flows of cultural artifacts disempowered traditional

centers of consecration—the spheres of secular and religious nobil-

ity, for example, who held monopolies on funding or censorship—

at the same time that it led to the creation of new market-sheltered

sites of authority—the literary coffee house, the public art

museum, the classic avant-garde, literary Paris, the Nobel Prize,

the Yale school of criticism, “Iowa,” and so on—whose embedded

economies of prestige stratified aesthetic space more rigorously

than the preceding systems of patronage. The process of institu-

tional consecration in modern societies has been compared to the

logic of the gift exchange first theorized by Marcel Mauss: like

how primal societies regulate their markets with the help of sacred

objects (“fetishes”) that are located outside ordinary cycles of
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commodity exchange (and that keep these cycles functioning pre-

cisely by their externality, as inalienable points of reference or

markers of transcendence), modern cultural authority emerges in a

symbolic outside that combines actual places (the church, the art

museum, the site of memory, etc.) with imagined topographies

(the literary canon, tradition, historical origin, universal reason,

aesthetic beauty, “fullness,” etc.). McGurl’s book rightly suggests

that the relation between these various market shelters or heteroto-

pias has shifted as they increasingly converged under the manage-

ment of the postwar university.

One could therefore see the rise of the program era as a kind

of institutionalized re-enchantment: late modernity’s accelerated

cycles of production and consumption have not eradicated conse-

crated social space but reshaped it in more ramified forms. The

age of mass communication shortened the shelf-lives of large-scale

cultural products, but it also intensified (rather than diminished, as

Walter Benjamin predicted) the aura of things: the more dynamic

the cultural markets, the more luminous and diversified their

spaces of market-sheltered contemplation. McGurl suggests, at any

rate, that the fee-paying crowds that filled the corridors of human-

ities departments in the wake of the GI Bill produced a critical

mass that did not just level literary standards but generated a

system “ingeniously geared to the production of variety” (x). Or as

he suggests in his book’s upbeat conclusion: critics who bemoan

the decline of the literary scene in the program era might well

resemble sports fans who fail to see that the “disappearance of the

0.400 hitter in professional baseball” evidences not the vanishing

of genius but more evenly distributed professional standards (410).

Notes

1. See Paul Delany, “Who Paid for Modernism?” The New Economic Criticism

(1999), ed. Martha Woodmansee and Mark Osteen, 335–51.

2. See James English’s “Everywhere and Nowhere: The Sociology of Literature

After ‘the Sociology of Literature’,” New Literary History 41.2 (Spring 2010):

v–xxiii.

3. For Bourdieu’s discussion on the metaphor of consecration, see The Rules of

Art: Genesis and Structure of the Literary Field (1995), 227–31 and Practical

Reason: On the Theory of Action (1998), 47–52.

4. McGurl quotes from a 1962 essay by Walter J. Ong that illustrates the degree

to which the ironies of tenured radicalism were already part of the Beat

Generation’s public image: “The Beatnik cannot avoid knowing that his outside-

ness guarantees that he is really in” (Walter Ong, The Barbarian Within

[New York: Macmillan, 1962], 260; 283).
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5. Edward Said, Representations of the Intellectual (New York: Vintage, 1996),

53; Pierre Bourdieu, Sketch for Self-Analysis (London: Polity, 2004), 100;

Richard Hoggart, The Uses of Literacy: Aspects of Working-Class Life (London:

Penguin, 2009), 262.

6. The logic of professional intimacy and concealment is finely staged in

Nathaniel Hawthorne’s Blithedale Romance (1852), where the mysterious and

artistic Zenobia (the Margaret Fuller character) is haunted by the obsessive scru-

tiny of the proto-aestheticist Miles Coverdale. At one point, she lets him look

deeply into her eyes, “as if challenging [him] to drop a plummet-line down into

the depths of her consciousness;” but she reveals “nothing” to him except the

sense of mocking laughter emerging “from the bottom of a deep well” (44).

7. See also Moretti’s (2000) aside on the canon debate, where he justifies his

focus on the novel with “the simple reason that it has been the most widespread

literary form of the past two or three centuries,” in contrast to John Guillory’s

“odd” reliance on canonical poetry that “lost its social function” in the mid-1800s

(209).

8. For Glazener’s similar analysis, see chapter three of Reading for Realism:

The History of a US Institution, 1850–1910 (1997).

9. For McGurl’s engagement with Strychacz, see his The Novel Art (112).
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